The 9th World Summit of Multimedia and Internet (WSIM2013) from Oct. 30th to Nov. 1st, 2013 in the City of Chongqing, hosted by FIAM, organized by Chongqing Municipal Foreign Trade & Economic Relations Commission, as a joint event of the 5th International Service Trade (Chongqing) Summit (ISTS), sponsored by China’s Ministry of Commerce and Chongqing Municipal People’s Government.

The opening ceremony for the 5th ISTS and the 9th WSIM.
A speech on digital age and digital innovation by Mr. Hervé Fischer, President of FIAM, made

A special speech by H.E. Mr. Soo-sun Lee, Former Prime Minister, Republic of Korea.
A speech on digital and creative development for South-South Cooperation by Mr. Francisco Simplicio, Assistant Director, Programme and Funds Management, United Nations Office for South-South Cooperation (UNOSSC), UNDP.

A speech on digital technology solutions services (TSS) in Costa Rica, by Mr. Marco Vinicio Ruiz, Costa Rican Ambassador to China.
VIP guests participated in the 5th ISTS and the 9th WSIM.

The President of FIAM, Former Prime Minister of Republic of Korea and related VIP guests were officially received by Chongqing Municipal Government.
A meeting between the President of FIAM and the Former Prime Minister of Republic of Korea.

FIAM Board Meeting in 2013.
FIAM International Advisory Committee Meeting in 2013.

Signing the Agreement between the United Nations Office for South-South Cooperation (UNOSSC) and FIAM for establishing the Global South-South Institute of Digital Creative Industries (DCI Institute).
Signing the MOU between the United Nations for Training and Research (UNITAR) and FIAM in digital innovation, digital creativities and digital contents, etc.

Signing the MOU between FIAM and Chongqing Foreign Trade and Economic Relations Commission (COFTEC) on digital services.
A presentation on FIAM global Platform for BRICS digital networking development at the 2nd Digital BRICS Forum: Digital Age and Digital Services (WSIM2013), by Mr. Ping Li, First Vice President & CEO of FIAM.

A presentation on digital technology: mobil and cloud computing at the International Digital Innovation and Creative Contents Forum (WSIM2013), by Mr. Alexander Mora-Delgado, Vice President of FIAM, Chairman of Costa Rica Chamber of Information and Communication Technologies (CANTIC) and Former Vice-President of Latin America, Caribbean and Spain of ICT Industries Federation (ALETI).
A presentation on creative economy and digital BRICS’ practices for South-South Cooperation in digital service industry, by Mrs. Edna Duisenberg Dos Santos, Vice President of FIAM, Associated Fellow of United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) and Former Chief of Creative Economy & Industries Program, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).

A presentation on Digital Knowledge and the Information for All Programme of UNESCO, by Mr. Andrea Cairola, Adviser for Communication and Information, the Beijing Office of UNESCO, Cluster Office to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Japan, Mongolia, the People's Republic of China, and the Republic of Korea (ROK).
A presentation on international trade system in digital world, by Ms. Jane Drake-Brockman, Senior Services Adviser of International Trade Centre (ITC-Joint Cooperation Agency of UNCTAD and WTO).

A presentation on partnerships and investment services in digital innovation, by Mr. Yuandong Hu (China), Head of Investment & Technology Promotion Office-China (ITPO-China), United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO).
A presentation on intellectual property services: copyright-based business models, by Mr. Dimiter Gantchev (Bulgaria), Deputy Director of Creative Industries Section, Creators and Performers Support Division for World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).

A presentation on creative digital content in Brazil, by Mr. James Marlon Azevedo Görgen, Associate Executive Secretary and Special Advisor to Minister of Communication on Internet Policies, Digital Content, Creative Economy, Media, Digital TV and Other Technological and Economic Issues, Brazilian Ministry of Communications.
A presentation on E-commerce, M-commerce in China, by Mr. Hui Jia, Deputy Director of Economic Information Department for China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT).

A presentation on Indian interactive technology, innovative services and achievements in KPO, by Ms. Sourabha Rani Theopelos, Director of International Projects for Interactive Technology, Software and Media Association (ITSMA).
A presentation on digital SME and digital business in Russia, by Mr. Alexey Zharkov, Deputy Head of Information Technologies Committee (OPORA IT) for All-Russian Non-Governmental Organization of Small and Medium Business (OPORA Russia) and CEO of Social Internet and Database for Familyspace.

A presentation on BPO & ICT-enabled services in South Africa, by Mrs. Pumela Salela, Director of SourceAfrica, Board Member of Global Sourcing Council (GSC), Former Director of BPO/Offshoring and ICT Enabled Services for South Africa’s Department of Trade and Industry (the dti) and Former BPO/ITeS Consultant of World Bank.
A presentation on interactive games and digital entertainment, by Mr. Joseph Olin, Executive Director of International Digital Media and Arts Association (iDMAa) and Past President of Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences (AIAS)

A presentation on digital Pharmacy, E-health and mobile healthcare, by Mrs. Françoise Galland, Director for Digital Francophones University of Pharmacy Science (UNSPF).

A presentation on digital films, by Mr. Fred C. Y. Wang (Hong Kong), President of Salon Films Ltd. and Secretary General of Hong Kong International Film Festival Society (HKIFF).
A presentation on future of digital animation, by Mr. Sammy Fatnassi (Canada), Senior 3D Graphics Developer for Eidos Montréal and Senior Expert for on Video Games for FIAM.

A presentation on multimedia development in Malaysia, by Mrs. Yang Mee Eng, Senior Executive Advocacy & Policy, Representative of Vice President in Creative Multimedia Strategy & Policy for Multimedia Development Corporation (MDeC).
A presentation on e-government in Canada and USA, by Mr. Damodar Arapakota, President & CEO of IMEX Systems Inc.

A presentation on internet TV and online streaming services in Germany, by Mr. Matthias Ditsch, President of Integrated TV & Video Association (ITVA).
A presentation on renewing digital education models in Argentina, by Mr. Emilio Salomon, President of Social International University (SIU) and Director of FIAM Academy.

FIAM team in Latin America-Caribbean (LAC) with Ms. Yarima Sosa-Machado, Assistant to the President of Dominican Republic and Director of the Centre for the Study of the Future.
FIAM Asia-Pacific network with Mr. Hael Kobayashi (Australia), Executive Director of Creative Intelligence Unit, Associate Director of Creative Industries Innovation Centre and Chair of Digital Sydney for University of Technology Sydney (UTS).

Mr. Moacyr Alves Junior, Chairman in Electronic and Digital Games in Brazil, President of Commerce, Industry and Culture Association for Videogames in Brazil (ACIGAMES), at the 9th WSIM.
The delegation of African Francophone Young Professionals in Video Games from Morocco, Tunisia, Benin and Togo, organized by FIAM and Institute of Digital Francophone (IFN), International Organization of la Francophonie (OIF).

International Digital Business Networking Meetings.
Africa-China Video Games Symposium.

An international network meeting with Latin America-Caribbean (LAC) in digital creative marketing development and digital education.
An international network meeting with Asia-Pacific in multimedia and interactive technology.
Group Photo with VIP guests and speakers at the WSIM2013.

Entertainment activities during the period of WSIM2013 in the City of Chongqing.